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Five
and a
half years
after its
conception,
the ambitious
Qatar National
Convention Center
is blooming in the
Doha desert, a truly
stunning new facility for
conferences, exhibitions,
and much more
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T

he Qatar National Convention
Center (QNCC) claims to be ‘one of
the most sophisticated convention
and exhibition centres in the world’.
Given the building’s sheer size, its
high level of finishes and the scale of its ambition
as part of Qatar Foundation’s Education City
precinct, it’s hard to disagree with the statement.
The new convention centre opened in
December 2011 with the 20th World Petroleum
Congress, and rounded off the month with a
star-studded theatre production of Shakespeare’s
Richard III, in which Oscar-winning actor
Kevin Spacey played the title role. Qatar was
the only Middle Eastern country on the show’s
global tour – not a bad start for a venue that’s
reputed to have cost US$1-2 billion. That could
be money well spent, though, as QNCC is on
course to stage well over 200 events in its first
year alone. By May 2012, in fact, seven months
into operation, the facility’s director of business
development Trevor McCartney announced its
revenue target had already been exceeded for the
opening 12 months, while posting an economic
impact of US$19.9 million from overseas visitors.
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It could be the design of Japanese architect
Arata Isozaki that is winning the hearts and
minds of those in the international convention
market. Its impressive façade is a 250m long,
curved steel tree structure reaching up to
support the exterior canopy. Inspired by the
local Qatari icon, the Sidra tree, it’s meant to
symbolise the Qatar Foundation’s three key
pillars of education, science and research,
and community development.
It could also be the multitude of fixed and
flexible venues on-site that’s helping to capture
new business. With a 2,300-seat lyric theatre,
three separate auditoria, a multi-purpose
conference hall for up to 4,000 guests, 40,000m2
of exhibition space, nine halls and 52 meeting
rooms, the venue can accommodate up to
27,000 people at any one time.
The business plan called for multiple
events to be held simultaneously, according to
Tom Davis, a director in the London office of
Theatre Projects Consultants. “Occupancy is key,”
says Davis, who worked on the project alongside
colleagues David Staples and Mark Stroomer
ever since it was given the go-ahead in 2004.

(Right) The lyric-style theatre
is geared up for large-scale
performances; (below) the
QNCC theatre will seat 2,300
people on three tiers

QNCC

the Gulf state’s transformation to a knowledgebased economy. A quick look at the QNCC’s
event calendar shows just how it is advancing
objectives to become a new global hub for
ideas and innovation alongside elite universities,
and research and technology institutions
in and around Education City.

Long time coming

So far, the Qatar National Convention Centre
has exceeded its targets for bringing both large
and small events to the complex, and boasts
strong food and beverage sales figures, too.
Davis assisted in the centre’s design process,
figured out the area plan for the building, and
also worked on the construction supervision side.
With extensive knowledge of the Middle East,
he has a pretty good idea why the venue is
already thriving. “It has technical specifications
that are the envy of most other centres,” he
says. “It’s extremely well-equipped, finished to a
high standard, and gives clients and production
companies a huge amount of flexibility. There are
few buildings in the Middle East able to do that.
“It’s certainly the current benchmark for
the Middle East and the wider region,” he
adds, noting that the funders, Qatar Foundation,
invested heavily in the facility areas and
finishes. “All in all, QNCC is a very good,
tight package – it’s all under one roof, wellbuilt, with good operations,” Davis confirms.
No surprise, then, that space at the venue
has sold very quickly from the outset, supporting

But QNCC took a while to come to fruition
– including five and a half years of planning
and construction time.“It’s a vision that
has materialised from years of hard work
and dedication involving many multi-skilled
teams,” comments the centre’s general
manager Adam Mather-Brown.
Clearly the scope of the project incorporated
more than simply realising Isozaki’s intricate
design. The designer’s buildings in Doha also
include the Qatar Foundation’s headquarters
building, which is located directly opposite
the convention centre.
Davis and Theatre Projects had in fact already
worked with Isozaki on Shanghai’s Himalayas
Center prior to teaming up on QNCC. The
project architect was RHWL, with Halcrow
as the consulting engineer. Theatre Projects
carried out the theatre planning and auditorium
design, as well as design and specification of the
technical systems and associated infrastructure.
Phase one called for the development of 10
halls: four fixed-seat auditoria, ranging from
2,300 to 3,000 capacities; four large flat-floor
meeting rooms; and two halls – the 4,000seat congress hall or banqueting venue and
an open exhibition hall.
“Timescales were initially rather crazy,”
Davis recalls. “The building had originally been
intended to open in time for the Asian Games, to
be held in Doha in 2006. We went from proof of
concept and Royal approval to proceeding tender
documents in a period of around three months.”
AEG Ogden was approached by Qatar
Foundation to be a potential operator very
early on in the design process. “We were able
to step through the room design and technical
criteria with them during the condensed
design timescale,” he says with relief.
The project went on-site in 2006, with the
development of phase two, which provided
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Expertise. Partnership. Integrated Effort.
In partnership with
Gerriets Korea, SECOA
is honored to have worked
on the Haneul-yeon Theatre,
located in the renowned
Busan Cinema Centre in
Busan, South Korea.
Reaching across the Pacific,
SECOA joins Gerriets to
congratulate the City of
Busan for its extraordinary
success in melding culture,
entertainment and
technology into a
spectacular public space.

Haneul-yeon Theatre, Busan Cinema Centre, Busan, South Korea
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QNCC

additional flat-floor exhibition space and
extra meeting and breakout rooms. “The
main challenge was figuring out what would
be ‘current’ in terms of both infrastructure
and equipment when the building was to open,”
Davis continues. “Qatar has a growing rental
and hire market – and Dubai is only an hour
away by flight – but we had to work out how
self-sufficient the convention centre would need
to be, and decide what equipment and services
were expected to be present in-house. Thankfully,
the budgets and aspirations at QNCC were
clearly understood from the start, and the venue
is very comprehensively equipped throughout.”

Challenges

Pushing the project through the design-build
contract was a major test as the building fitout – i.e., loose equipment such as speakers,
lighting, and tables and chairs for food and
beverage areas – was part of the agreement.
“It became quite an animal to deal with
contractually,” Davis admits.
This contributed to slowing down work on
the project as Turkish builders Baytur sought
to deliver to the precise needs of the contract.
“The level of knowledge and understanding
goes up when you are dealing with things that
have operational impact,” says Davis.
Indeed, it was a sharp learning curve for all
those involved in the construction, as the project
managers had to deal with coordinating the
movement and storage of the loose equipment
as well as overseeing building of the monster
structure. Nabhan Chalabi, project manager
of Qatar Foundation subsidiary, Capital
Projects, feels that the key challenges were
in the integration of high-end technologies
across all areas of the QNCC, especially
building systems and controls, audiovisual and theatre lighting technology.
“We found the most advanced integration
technologies, and the most precise planning
and coordination between each part of these
systems before any construction started on-site,”

QNCC vital statistics
Client and funder: Qatar Foundation
Designers: Japan’s Arata Isozaki and RHWL
Project architect: USA-based Yamasaki – RSA
Theatre design consultants: Theatre Projects Consultants
Theatre consultants (post-design development phase to project
completion): Auerbach Pollock Friedlander
Design-build: Turkey’s Baytur
Operators: QNCC and AEG Ogden
Cost: Not disclosed (but estimated at US$1-2 billion)
Opened: 4 December 2011 (construction started 2006)
Main features: 40,000m2 of exhibition space; conference hall for 4,000
delegates; 2,300-seat lyric style theatre; three-tiered auditoria; theatre-style
seating; banqueting for up to 10,000 in exhibition halls; 52 meeting rooms
Sustainability: QNCC is the first convention and exhibition centre
of its kind built to the gold certification standard of the Leadership in
Energy and Environment Design (LEED) rating system of the US Green
Building Council. Technologies include systems for water saving, energy
efficiency and indoor environment quality. On the roof, 3,676m2 of solar
panels utilise Qatar’s almost constant sunshine to provide 12.5% of the
building’s energy needs when fully operational.

(Above) Exhibition centre
entrance; (top left) QNCC’s
spacious public areas; (top
right) Qatar Foundation’s
Education City

Chalabi reveals. The exhibition halls
alone feature 35,000m2 of modular mobile
rigging grids and 100% fibre-optic connections
for all service pits, for instance.
With huge amounts of time and money
invested in making the building look attractive
both outside and in, another challenge for the
project managers was procuring and obtaining
the best quality materials, which is part of the
reason that the construction of the QNCC took
so long to complete. “When you have a vision
for a unique and symbolic building, the most
challenging time is the concept stage,” Chalabi
states. “You have to be sure before you move
to the schematic side that everything has been
addressed. Everything was reviewed carefully
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on the concept design, hence why we have
delivered such a beautiful building.”

Fulfilling the vision

Chalabi thinks QNCC’s multi-functionality
complements the other buildings at Education
City and that it fulfils its purpose ‘to
accommodate international events from different
fields of research and educational institutions’.
Highlighting the diversity of congresses
slated to be staged there, the Doha Climate
Change conference in December will be
followed by the 4th International Conference
on Argumentation, Rhetoric, Debate and the
Pedagogy of Empowerment in January 2013.
Events booked in for next year also include
the Power-Gen Middle East conference
and exhibition, focusing on new developments
in the power and water industries, and the
Water World Middle East congress that
will debate water and wastewater issues.
It seems there will be no shortage of new
business coming QNCC’s way. Qatar recorded
a huge increase in the number of visitors in 2011
and according to the Qatar Tourism Authority,
visitors from the Gulf region were up 50%
compared to the previous year, while there was
an increase of 12% in international visitors.
Crucially, business tourism accounted for
72% of the total number of visitors to the oilrich Gulf nation last year; Qatar tourism is
expected to post a 13% growth rate in 2012.
In December 2010, the country also
secured hosting rights for the FIFA 2022
World Cup – a landmark decision that has
spurred investment in the country’s transport,
infrastructure, construction and hospitality
sectors – and one that has had a beneficial effect
on attracting events to QNCC. “The feedback
from everybody has been very positive,” Chalabi
stresses, noting that people have been generous
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GLOBAL PLAYERS

For Turkish builder Baytur to take the schematic-level design criteria
up though the construction document level, it required the services
of a full complement of architects, engineers and design specialists,
including US theatre and AV consultant Auerbach Pollock Friedlander.
“It was like running a relay race,” notes the firm’s theatre systems
specialist Tom Neville. “We were handed the baton by TPC and
ran with it. There was also new design work needed for some of the
major systems to accommodate changes in the architectural design,
current technology and in the client’s goals and aspirations.”
“When AEG Ogden came on board to manage the project, several
design changes were requested,” adds Paul Garrity, Auerbach
Pollock Friedlander’s project manager, “from the type of lighting
grids and stage elevators to the distribution of video and digital
signals to the capabilities of the staging areas. We worked to
accommodate those changes while remaining true to TPC’s original
design intent, yet also being mindful of the schedule and budget.
“To reduce overseas travel, we made extensive use of video
conferencing to bring Auerbach Pollock Friedlander’s design
specialists in our three offices into a ‘virtual room’ with Baytur’s
Michigan-based architect, Robert Szantner of Yamasaki-RSA, and
the site in Doha – often spanning 11 time zones on a single call.
The construction of this world-class venue was truly a global effort.”

(Above) QNCC boasts
40,000m2 of exhibition space;
(top left) the third auditorium
seats 500 people; (top right)
exhibition foyer areas

with their praise for the vision and design.
“It is another venue to use for conferences
and to get the most important people to
Qatar to present their work or research.”
For Chalabi, though, the most satisfying
aspect of the project was seeing the functionality
of the spaces come to life from the design
concept. In addition to its role as congress centre,
the building’s mix of spaces is set to make QNCC
a magnet for local and international music
events, and arts festivals in years to come.
“Of course we are proud. Architecturally,
it’s a landmark in Doha,” he concludes. n
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